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Application podcast addict iphone

If you're using an iPhone to listen to podcasts, you've probably started with the Apple Podcasts app. It works well... First. But there are so many other great options in 2020 for podcast apps – for both iOS and Android. Some are just iOS (iPhone &amp; iPad), others are just Android, and some are for both ecosystems. Many of them include detection options,
playback controls, various sharing options, sleep timers, and more. They are organized by operating system, starting with options that work on both platforms. We link to their App Store listing so you can quickly check it. Cross-platform podcast apps podcast apps that work on both mobile platforms and some that have Mac, Windows and Chromecast
desktop apps. RadioPublic Free on iOS • Free on Android RadioPublic is a nice podcast app available on iOS and Android. It's free and doesn't require an account or login - just start listening! You can stream or download episodes to listen offline, add private RSS feeds (not all apps allow this), import and export with OPML and a ton more. Your team
responds a lot to feedback and comments. Full Disclosure: I am an investor in RadioPublic, a Public Benefit Corporation. Player FM Free on iOS • Free on Android Player FM is the multi-platform podcast app that lets you manage and play your podcasts on the web, on your phone, and with devices for Android and iOS. Recently, they collaborated with
presenters Buzzsprout and Libsyn to provide more variety to over 20 million podcast episodes and counts. Highlights include: Content library updated several times a day, includes trending shows curated by the Player FM team. Over 20 million media files divided into more than 500 niche categories. Consistently among the top 10 podcast player apps
worldwide. New user interface optimizes the usability for audio and video content. Pocket Casts Free on iOS • Free on Android Pocket Casts is a great app for people who listen to many different podcasts. It has a large user interface, light and dark themes, useful search and filter options and much more. Some of the highlights are: Trim Silent Variable
Speed (between .5x and 3x speed) Volume Boost Chapter Navigation Apple Watch controls Another useful tool is its sync option that lets you catch up where you left off on another device. Pocket Casts has recently switched to a freemium model (it's free to use their app, but they offer a paid subscription plan). Castbox Free on iOS • Free on Android
Castbox is a new addition to this list from 2018, but they have some impressive features and amazing reviews. You have has also won several Best of Awards from Google and Apple in recent years. Not only are they available on iOS and Android, but they also have an Amazon Echo Skill, and Apple Watch &amp; CarPlay support. Be sure to check the in-
audio search to find exactly what you are looking for. Podbean Free on iOS • Free on Android Podbean is a podcast hosting company that also offers a podcast app - now an Alexa ability. Your podcast app is easy to navigate and use, and they have hundreds of 5-star reviews. If you want to create a podcast on your phone, this app will allow you to record
and upload to Podbean hosting account (free month of hosting with this link), making it unique that you can both listen and create with an app. Stitcher Free on iOS • Free on Android One of the useful things with Stitcher is the ability to search for episodes, not just whole podcasts. You can create playlists, find new podcasts, listen to news, and more. It's a
free podcast app that offers a premium subscription service for USD 4.99/month to remove ads and listen to original shows. It has also won many Best of prizes. Laughable Free on iOS • Free on Android Laughable is focused on comedy, but will listen to your podcast to the next level, whatever your interests. With Laughable, you can subscribe not only to
podcasts of all genres, but also directly to thousands of comedians, journalists, actors, athletes, musicians, writers, politicians, and others. It's easy to find your favorites and listen to their podcast appearances – even guest spots. They also have unique features and data like the Laughable Artist Graph, which shows how audience overlap for top comedians
and podcasters. Apple has also presented them many times in the App Store! TuneIn Radio Free on iOS • Free on Android TuneIn Radio is unique as they offer MLB, NBA, NFL and NHL with their premium subscription service. It works with CarPlay, Apple Watch and Chromecast. It can also be used for free to listen to your favorite podcasts. Spotify Free on
iOS • Free on Android Spotify is known for music, but they also have a curated podcast selection. I couldn't live without it for music (premium version is worth more than it), and they recently opened the podcast page of things. If you're hosting your podcast with some of the best-known companies, you can easily request that your podcast be listed on Spotify.
If your favorite podcast isn't there, just ask it to stay on the lookout - it's easy! My podcast is hosted with Buzzsprout and it took 10 seconds to fill out a simple form and get to Spotify. iOS Podcast Apps Overcast Free on iOS Overcast is ad-supported, but the ads are other podcasts that might interest you and are aligned by category. You can also pay to
remove them. Highlights include: Smart Speed Voice Boost Playlist Filtering and Reordering Discovery via your Twitter followers Castro 3 Free on iOS Castro 3 is a unique iOS podcast player – in a good way. You have a cool with which you can queue or archive new episodes – ideal if you don't want to listen to every episode for every podcast. There is a
night mode that you can turn on and off with a two-finger swipe. This is a well-designed podcast app that works great, especially if you're subscribed to many different podcasts. They also have iMessage and Apple Watch support. Support. Free on iOS ListenApp is an ad-free podcast app. You are also about to release social features with a new update.
Highlights include: A completely ad-free experience. Easily create and manage a custom queue. Access has heard episodes before. Save your data and switch to what you want to download and what you want to stream. Watch recommended shows based on your interests and what's trending. Switch playback speeds to your liking. Be notified when new
episodes are posted. Downcast 2.99 USD on iOS Downcast is a great app for organizing your podcasts and offers a number of useful features. It also has iCloud sync so you can pick up where you left off. Includes iPad, Apple Watch, and CarPlay support. You also have a macOS version for 4.99 usd. PodCruncher 3.99 on iOS PodCruncher has
unsurpassed playback control offering playback speed control, gestures, landscape view, sleep timer, multi-speed slider and more. iCatcher 2.99 $ on iOS iCatcher! With Podcast Player, you can download and listen to (or watch) your podcasts. It's a universal app, which means it works on iPhone and iPad, and they also have an Apple Watch app. Castaway
2 Free on iOS Last, but definitely not least, is Castaway. You can download and stream podcast episodes, adjust the playback rate, receive notifications for new episodes, and more. Its user interface is great, showing great artwork and easy-to-use controls. Apple Podcasts This comes with your iPhone. Android Podcast Apps Google Podcasts Google
released its own Google Podcasts app in June 2018. Check out her announcement blog post for more details. If you're a podcaster, you'll find resources and badges for your site on this page. The badge above will send you to our podcast if you want to see how direct link works. Podcast Republic Podcast Republic is my favorite Android podcast app. It
supports iTunes and YouTube channels, has live radio streaming, the ability to save podcasts to your SD card, automatic download, Android Wear support and a ton more. It is ad-supported, but you can pay to remove ads. Podkicker Podkicker has over 50K downloads, 8,000 reviews, and overall people seem to like it. You can add your own RSS feed or
browse the iTunes directory. Podcast Addict Podcast Addict is very popular. You have Chromecast and Sonos support, advanced playback features, sleep timers, a range of different detection options, widgets and more. BeyondPod BeyondPod has a large interface and downloads. Doggcatcher Doggcatcher has over 10,000 reviews. Lifehacker said it was
the best podcast [app] for Android. AntennaPod AntennaPod is a nice podcast manager with import and organization and playback customization. © 2014-2020 Appdictive Studio LLC The best podcast apps can play more than just episodes of your favorite shows. You'll pack many features, from automatically downloading and sorting the latest episodes of
your subscribed podcasts to helping you manage your subscriptions. Some even have a variety of audio tools and You get the best listening experience, while a few apps can even help you discover new podcasts – a welcome feature when you're suddenly looking for more things you can hear now as you spend more time at home. Some podcast apps even
go beyond management tools. We'll also see some standout podcast recording apps that can turn your smartphone into a mobile recording and editing studio. (Even with the built-in microphones on your phone, you should consider taking one of the best microphones for the times when recording at home) No matter what you're looking for in an app, our
collection of the best podcast apps for iOS and Android devices has something that meets your criteria. The best podcast apps you can download todayPocket Casts (Android, iOS)Pocket Casts has long been one of our favorite mobile podcatchers, thanks to features like cross-device and cross-platform syncing, episode auto download and cleanup. As a
paid app, however, there was a significant barrier to access. That changed last September, when Pocket Casts was completely free on mobile devices without dropping features for free users. In addition to cross-platform synchronization, Pocket Casts enables podcast recognition based on categories or your listening habits, and the app provides
organizational tools for streaming and downloading episodes (and cleaning up episodes you've heard). Configurable controls cover timeskips, sleep timers, and more. A Pocket Casts Plus tier adds desktop and web apps, 10GB of cloud storage, and themes and custom icons. Download Pocket Casts: Android, iOSOvercast (iOS) (Image Credit: Overcast
Radio)Marco Ament's Overcast offers a great combination of clean design, powerful audio and podcast management features. Overcast cleverly processes episode renditions and downloads, sends notifications about new episodes, and can play offline or via streaming if you need to save space; and it has some nice audio features. Voice Boost normalizes
the sound levels of the speech, automatically raises quiet voices and lowers loud. Smart Speed automatically cuts gaps and silence in the podcast and speeds up playback without distorting audio. Updates over the years have added interface extensions, an iOS widget, and an action tablet that makes it easier to manage episodes of your favorite podcasts.
Download Overcast: iOSGoogle Podcasts (Android, iOS)(Image Credits: Google)Google has entered the podcast game, with its own podcasting app. Google Podcasts is a must-have if you own a Google Home speaker along with an Android phone. And now the redesigned app is also available for iPhones with an iOS version. You will be able to Start a
podcast on your phone while driving and pick it up where you left off when you get home by picking up the podcast on your smart speaker. Other features include the ability to adjust playback speed, Google Assistant integration, and adding podcasts to podcasts the app directly from Google searches. Google promises AI-powered features, such as .B
automatic subtitling, in the future. At the moment, a redesign emphasizes podcast recognition, with the Explore tab in the app containing a For You section that recommends podcasts based on your interests. Download Google Podcasts: Android, iOSCastro (iOS)(Image Credit: Supertop Software)Unlike many of the best podcast apps, Castro's primary virtue
is its simplicity and ease of use. The app combines sleek visual design with crystal clear audio. Download episodes in the background. The result is a podcatcher that is not overloaded with too many complex features. That's not to say Castro is bare bones, as it includes dynamic memory management, automatic episode downloads and episode streaming.
The app is free, although a subscription of 19 USD per year for Castro Plus offers advanced features such as trimming silence to speed up playback, improve voices, making podcasts easier to listen to when listening in noisy environments, and the ability to import files directly. Download Castro: iOSSpotify (Android, iOS)Spotify may not be the first thing that
comes to mind when someone mentions podcasts, but the streaming media juggler also includes support for audio and video podcasts, along with a sly spoken word section in the app. Spotify took steps to boost its podcast presence in 2019 by buying podcast producer Gimlet Media and podcast creation tool Anchor; It has since been dyed a contract with
Joe Rogan to make Spotify the exclusive home of his popular podcast. Spotify organizes podcasts in a variety of categories, such as Storytellers, Sports &amp; Recreation and Comedy, and users can subscribe to individual podcasts, manage downloads, and share podcasts on social media. Playback and management options are sparse compared to other
apps, but if you're already using Spotify for your streaming music and don't want to search for a dedicated podcatcher, give it a shot. Download Spotify: Android, iOSLaughable (Android, iOS)(Image credit: Byway Endeavors)We could all have a laugh these days, and that's what Laughable promises with its comedy-focused podcast app. Laughable has the
world's largest database of comedians – search for your favorite, and you'll find not only podcasts they host, but a list of appearances on other shows. (It's not just comedy; Laughable's database also includes athletes, actors, and other public figures.) You can subscribe to other podcasts in Laughable and enjoy playback features such as offline listening,
adjustable playback speed, and a sleep timer. Download Android, iOSLuminary (Android, iOS; 4.99 USD/month)Luminary wants to establish itself as Netflix of podcasting, with an all-you-can listening buffet of podcasts as well as a library of exclusive shows such as Fiasco, Hear to Slay and Trevor Noah's On Second Thought. Subscribers will have access to
the exclusive exclusive ad-free, while free-tier users can contact the app to listen to a range of free podcasts. And to entice you to subscribe, Luminary simply lowered its monthly fee to USD 4.99, having previously charged USD 7.99. Otherwise, Luminary has a range of good podcasting app features, including search and detection tools that learn from your
listening habits, playback controls, and offline mode. Download Luminary: Android, iOSHimalaya (Android, iOS)Himalaya covers both ends of the spectrum, with a free podcast player app for listeners and a platform for Youtuber to publish and monetize their podcasts. The app has more than 500,000 podcasters and 270,000 podcasts with more than 24
million single episodes. Existing podcast listeners can import their subscriptions from services such as Google Podcasts, Spotify and TuneIn Radio, or you can search for new podcasts based on your listening habits, popularity, featured shows and other filters. Download Himalaya: Android, iOSCastbox (Android, iOS)(Image Credits: Castbox.fm)Podcasting
platform CastBox combines a clean and navigable interface, a good selection of podcasts and powerful podcast audio search to deliver an excellent mobile podcatcher. Users can sign in with Gmail, Facebook, or Twitter, and then search and subscribe to podcasts, download episodes to listen offline, and sync their subscriptions across multiple devices. You
can stream podcasts through Chromecast or Amazon Echo, and a premium tier removes subscription limits, allows customization to home pages, and prioritizes customer support and new features. Download CastBox: Android, iOSRadioPublic (Android, iOS) (Image Credits: RadioPublic)RadioPublic is a relative newcomer among the best podcast apps, but
it is designed to deliver a fair offer for listeners and creators alike, with a generous ad-supported model that nods creators the more you hear. The app offers hundreds of thousands of different podcasts in a variety of categories, with options for automatic downloads and streaming playback, organization tools and playlists, and audiobook support. Download
RadioPublic: Android, iOSDowncast (iOS: 2.99 USD)Downcast is a robust online search for podcast subscriptions, auto-download and the ability to import and export OMPL podcast feeds, help you ensure that your podcasts stay up to date. With a highly customizable playlist maker, you can tinker and selectively create your playlists on the go, while
numerous playback options (such as episode streaming, variable speed playback, video podcast support, and more) give you Play your content at will. Downcast continues to add to its features, with CarPlay, Apple Watch and Google Cast supported under the new additions. Download Downcast: iOSPodcast Republic (Android)(Image credit: Podcast
Republic)Podcast Republic is a free, ad-supported Podcatcher app that offers you a wealth of features, so much so that we almost that it is not a paid app. Podcast Republic covers everything from podcast detection and auto-download, configurable storage management, streaming playback support, a sleep timer and auto mode for easy handling on the go.
Chromecast and Android Wear support allow you to throw or control the app from your wrist. Podcast Republic is ad-supported, but an in-app purchase for 1.99 USD removes that. Download Podcast Republic: AndroidPodcast Addict (Android)(Image credit: Xavier Guillemane)Podcast Addict is a solid, feature-packed Android podcatcher that comes with
decent extras. It covers the basics with automatic update of episodes and downloads, as well as automatic deletion features to save space, variable speed playback, a sleep timer and other decent quality of life features. Podcast search allows you to quickly find individual episodes, or search through a variety of databases for new podcasts and trending
shows. In addition, the app also supports video podcasts, YouTube channels, audiobooks, streaming radio and other media sources. Download Podcast Addict: AndroidProcast (Android, iOS) (Image credit: Philipp Engel)Podcast fans who like to talk and share shows and moments from their favorite episodes could find Procast right in their alley. The app lets
you take short, divisible clips of audio from a podcast episode, save it to your phone, and then simply share it with your friends and social media contacts. In addition, Procast has a consolidated inbox to quickly get to the latest episodes of your subscribed podcasts. Simple, Tinder-like swipe controls allow you to sort episode libraries and podcasts. Download
Procast: Android, iOSStitcher Radio for Podcasts (Android, iOS)Stitcher together you can add your podcasts to a customized playlist, making it easier to access the latest episodes as they are released without download or sync. You can also download episodes for offline listening. Message audio notifications sent to your phone help you keep up with late
breaking stories. Stitcher helps you find new shows by recommending what mutual listeners like, as well as personalized show recommendations based on your story. Download Stitcher: Android, iOSTuneIn Radio (Android, iOS) (Image Credit: TuneIn)TuneIn Radio enables podcast detection and delivery for sports, news, music and conversations with more
than 100,000 radio stations and around 4 million podcasts streaming from around the world. Upgrade to TuneIn Premium for live play-by-play nfl, MLB and Barclays Premier League games, commercially free music channels and an audiobook library. The app supports Watch and has different levels of premium in-app purchases for both platforms. Download
TuneIn Radio: Android, iOSPodbean (Android, iOS)The optimized interface of Podbean provides an easy way to access your favorite podcasts for streaming or offline listening. Find categories and get suggestions based on your history, or Benefits of options such as game speed setting, timer and sleep function. The app automatically downloads the latest
episodes and can automatically delete episodes you've already heard. Download Podbean: Android, iOS (Picture good: Dorada App Software)RSSRadio for iOS is an advanced audio/video podcast playback app offering a great insert from which you can stream podcasts via Wi-Fi or cellular. Search for ads by keyword and category, show top podcasts by
hand, or enter a URL. RSSRadio suggests shows based on your current subscriptions and also includes an audio silencer remover, equalizer, compressor/limiter and volume-boosting DSP effects. Use iCloud to keep multiple devices in sync. Download RSSRadio: iOSSpreaker Podcast Radio (Android, iOS)(Image Credit: Spreaker)Say that you are looking
for both popular and original podcasts on specific topics in addition to your own favorites. Spreaker Podcast Radio keeps programs, channels and your personalized playlists up to date. An Explore section provides curated channels and lists based on topics such as technology, travel and pop culture. The app offers a social component where you can like
episodes, share and comment on and even contact hosts and other listeners. Download Spreaker Podcast Radio: Android, iOSSpreaker Studio (Android, iOS)(Image Credit: Spreaker)Of course, Spreaker isn't just about listening to podcasts. It also offers apps that help users record and publish their own podcasts. The free Spreaker Studio app joins our list
of the best podcast apps by turning your phone into a handheld podcasting studio. This allows you to record audio clips and add sound effects and music (which you can play while recording). Editing tools in the app can handle volume and channel settings. In addition, you can easily broadcast live, and with a chat feature you can interact with listeners.
Episode management tools allow you to sort episodes into shows and automatically post them to Facebook and Twitter once you're done editing. Download Spreaker Studio: Android, iOS iOS
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